TECHNICAL RIDER
The flying wale - Cie RasOTerrA
Street show
All Ages
Performance: 40 minutes

Please contact Claire Ruiz 00 33 (0) 6 07 69 27 13 once the show booked to confirm the
technical rider.
Stage requirements
Performance area : 10M diameter circle
Height : 6M minimum
Ground : flat, smooth, hard ground and level ( example: tarmac ).
If grass or gravel, provide a wooden floor of 14x14M
Total area needed ( performance area and audience ) : square ( or circle ) of 14x14M.
From June to August, avoid performance before 6pm ( please contact us if 2 performances are
requested the same day). A shaded area is welcomed.
Audience requirements
In a circle around the 10M circle.
Depending on the number of audience :
-from 0 to 150 members: the company provides their carpets
-from 150 to 300 members : carpets + the promotor provides 10 benches
-over 300 members: carpets + the promotor provides a 360 degree seating.
Builds
Get-in : 2h
Get-out: 30min
Equipment provided by the promotor
1 x 16A socket power supply
1 x 16A cable long enough to go from 16A socket to tech booth
1 multisokets 4 ways
4 speakers on stands of a total of 1000W with each their own power supply
1 sound desk with XLR Inputs ( 1 Input used )
Sound provided by the promotor
If PRE-AMPLIFIED SYSTEM, provide the necessary as :
3 x 10M electrical cable
3 x 20M electrical cable
2 multisokets 4 ways
1 x 5M XLR cable
3 x 10M XLR cable
If SYSTEM WITH AMPLIFIER
1 amplifier and power supply
3 x 20M speakon cable
4 x 10M speakon cable
1 multisockets 4ways

Lighting provided by the promotor

Only if night performance : provide a full stage dimmable lighting state focused on all the
performance area including 5M minimum high
3 x 20M XLR cable

Touring :
3 performers ( with 2 kids ( 1 and 3 years old )) : 1 double bedroom and 1 sigle bedroom
Our booker may be touring too.
Please provide the following
- A warm-up space away from the audience view, shaded and 4m50 high, available all day of the
performance.
- A dressing room with mirrors, shower, toilettes and sink

- Quality catering with bottled water and fruit for performance days, get-in days and get-out days
- Secure parking spaces for 2 vehicles.

Contacts :
Cie Rasoterra
claireruiz.cirque@gmail.com
rasoterra.cirque@gmail.com
(FR) 0033 6 07 69 27 13 // (IT) 0039 329 01 07 998

